
0. Statistics 

This survey contains 436 positions and 131.0 nautical miles of hydro
graphy, covering 12.2 square nautical miles. No tide gages were 
operated for this survey, and no bottom samples were taken. See 
Section D for information on the Martek cast., 

P. Miscellaneous 

The main scheme sounding lines were extended to cross the Pt. Mackenzie 
Range. A crossline was also run along the Range. ')though the water 
depths at the Range appear adequate for large shipping there is no 
comfort margin to the northwest of the Range. Additional sounding lines......
were run to the southeast of the Pt. Mackenzie Range to verify an unob
structed waterway for shipping that will be forced to transit southeast 
of the Range. 

Tidal correctors applied to the field sheets were provided by the project 
instructions. They were based on predicted tides from Anchorage. .,.,.,-· 

TIME: -30 min. on high water 
-42 min. on low water 

HEIGHT: The ratio for range/height is 0.91 

Q. Recommendations 

-

This survey is complete and adequate for charting however due to the Cd4cur 
apparently rapid shifting of this shoal and importance of this waterway See q/so 
it is recommended that this area be resurveyed on a yearly basis to rea,,•1nuv1d-
determine the rate of movement of the shoal and if the shoal is moving . ~1c;J,1~:_~ 
back and forth on a seasonal basis. To do tnis would require scheduling ,,-
the work in the spring or in the fall as this survey was midsummer. Also, 
given the severe rate of sediment transport in this general area it would 
be beneficial to resurvey the other shoal areas near the shipping channels 
that lie between Fire Island and the Port of Anchorage. 

R. Automated Data Processing 

Data acquisition and processing were accomplished as outlined in the 
Hydrograph i c Manual {4th edition). P.MC Oporder, and the PMC Data Require- ltl"' 
men ts Memo. A 11 processing was performed with the use 'of the NOS Hydro~ 
plot system and its standard suite of software programs. 

s. Reference to Repor~~ 

For additional information concerning the .Miniranger baseline calibration 
data refer to the Electronic Control Report, OPR-P114-RA-80. --
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3) Initiate a project to clear this area with a side scan sonar 
(wire drag is virtually impossible, and conventional survey methods 
inadequate). Kenai is the busiest fishing port in upper Cook Inlet 
with large traffic of fishing boat tenders. The draft of these 
boats are becoming such that uncharted rocks could cause a signif
icant loss of life or property. 

4) Check historical tides for Kenai River Entrance against pub-
1 ished predicted tides for that area and adjust soundings if a 
significant difference is noted. 

Respectfully Submitted 

'~---:; ~ 
\t--A/" Tu>4, K0 ~s 

Dr. Barry R~i ss 
Assistant Survey Technician 

Approved and Forwarded 
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~ayne L. Mo~~~Y (_,,...~\ 

~aptain, NOAA '-----.) 
Commanding Officer 
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1. INTRODUCTICN 

FE-226 (HA-5-3-79) was conducted in response to USCXJC SEffiE message 
l~ 081750Z June, 1979 (see Appendix B attached to ships descriptive 
report). 

The project is the result of Mr. Everett Collins, Salam:itof Seafo:xls, 
Kenai, Alaska reporting that the charteg,~wreck at latitude 60°31'N, 
Longitude 151 °21.1' W had shifted north'Wl::i'Cft to a reported p:::isi tion of 
Latitude 60°31.1' N, Longitude 151°20.6' w. NOAA was requested to 
determine the location of the suhnerged wreck by the o:GD seventeen 
(see message R 082245Z June 1979 Appendix B attached to ships 
descriptive report). 

u.J e. >-t 
The Field Examination survey is located south and~ of &Jmol 
Rock. 
H.ainier launches RA-3 (2123, Hull 1007), am! RA-6 (2126, Hull 1013).1w1<-i RA-5(2/lS) 
were used to conduct the hydrographic survey investigation. 

'Il18 survey launches recorded 529 positions during the wreck 
investigation, positioning 59 nautical miles. of hydrographic sounding 
lines contained in a .55 square nautical mile of geographic area. 

Predicted tide information for the Kenai River entrance was used to 
reduce the final field sheet soundings. Approved tides from Ninlchik, 
Alaska using a tim2 correction and range ratio were used to reduce 
smmdings taken on Julian days 188 and 189. Soundings taken on Julian 
days 206 and 207 were reduced using approved tides from Ninilchik, 
Alaska applying a time correction. The final smooth soundings agree 
v<~ry we 11 with the field reduced soundings, generally within 1 to 2 
feet. 
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'Die final projection parameters used to prepare the snooth sheet have 
been revised to center the hydrography plotted on the smooth sheet at 
1:5,000 scale, soundings in feet reduced to MLLW. 

2. C0,1\!THOL AND SHORELINE 

Horizontal control used to control this investigation was not 
adequately described in the ships descriptive report or horizontal 
control report. The two control stations geographic positions were 
checked during verification. Audrey 1961 Rm-3 (station 501) position 
was computed and verified to be correct however, Kenai River Rear Range 
light (station 502) appears to be eccentric fran the light to 
accomcx:late the mini-ranger and instrument while operating in the range 
azimuth mode. The field submitted geographic positions for stations 
501 and 502 were used for the smooth sheet computation. 

No shoreline is required or applied to the smooth sheet. No field 
edit was accomplished during the wreck investigation project. 

'.:l. HYDRCXJRAPHY 

Crosslines incorporated within this survey are in good agreement 
generally 1 to 2 feet. O:>nsidering the complex area for obtaining 
accur~te tide reducers and the launch gathering sounding data in 
fathoms on days 206 and 207 the agreement is considered acceptable. 

The 1xJttom configuration and determination of least depths are 
adequate. The depth curves were adequately drawn. 

4. CONDITION OF SUI-NEY 

The ~ooth sheet and accompanying overlays, hydrographic records and 
reports are adequate and conform to the requirements as stated in the 
requirements as stated in the Hydrographic Manual with the exception 
0£: 

a. A 'onKx>th final fi~d,jheet was not compiled and plotted on 
mylar. Three paper ~" sfieets were submitted at 1: 1250, 1: 2500 and 
1:5000 scale. The a[:x)ve plots were used to compile the data at 1:5000 
scale during verification process here at the Marine Center. 

b. Survey soundings were taken in feet on days 188 and 189 by 
launch 2123 at 1:2,500 scale, but soundings recorded on days 206 and 
207 with launch 2126 were recorded in fathoms. This was an impairment 
to the accuracy and sounding agreement between the two periods of 
llydrography. 

c. Electronic correctors and sounding correctors were not 
submitted with the survey data. The survey correctors were abstracted 
Irom the OPil-Pl14-HA-79 data and attached to the verifier's report. 

d. The Descriptive Report text was not written in the standard 
field format. The Title Sheet and survey statistics with serial 
numbers of equipnent was added during verification process. 




